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ABSTRACT: This paper takes a glance at the vital moral problems faced by skilled accountants 

as they execute their roles once doing their daily businesses. The study conjointly examines the 

role of academic institutes in promoting and enhancing ethics within the world of accounting 

profession. Since, there is a requirement for ethics in accounting and what would result from 

acting unethical by accountants to the business entity. Accountants and auditors owe 

their purchasers and society duties and responsibilities demanded in various businesses for 

guaranteed transparency within the profession. Necessary notifications of accounting profession 

ethics are realized to be essential in every business background, hence, accounting should either 

be embedded either on inside associate organization’s culture or in associate individual’s angle. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ethical behavior from an expert viewpoint additionally involves creating decisions supported by 

consequences of other actions. Thus, general theories of ethics are not to make a case for and 

perceive the skilled conduct that's expected of accountants, as indicated within the following quote 

from the philosophy of auditing: ethical behavior in auditing or in other activity is not any over a 

special application of the overall notion of moral conduct devised by philosophers for men usually. 

Moral conduct in auditing attracts its justification and basic nature from the overall theory of ethics, 

so we tend to are well suggested to administer some attention to the ideas and reasoning of a 

number of the good philosophers on this subject (Mautz and Sharaf, 1961). The definition of ethics 

is extremely broad and there is no universal accord, however in an exceedingly general sense, 

ethics is outlined because based on the systematic study of conduct supported by ethical principles, 

reflective decisions, and standards of right and wrong conduct (Wheelwright, 1959).Ethics must 

choose up an increasing thought within the edges of the business planet amid the next 

predominance for cheating cases, nevertheless it keeps on being a subject that is neglected and 

underrated. Ethics are necessary to any business, making trust and client confidence. Once people 

create unethical selections, benefiting themselves solely, it results in the type of scandal and 

outrage that destroy careers and even corporations. Moral behavior creates a temperature wherever 

folks apprehend that they are going to be treated fairly. Ethics means transparency in accounting 

and matters associated with money, building trust among a community and among investors and 
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customers. Once trust is lost, it is terribly arduous to realize it back. Skilled accountants are 

progressively facing advanced challenges in each business and skilled environments as results of 

the events of the last decade, pressures for additional moral behavior are growing within the 

business surroundings. The role and duty of skilled accountants to society, capital holders and 

people needed that, they observe all general principles of excellent morality altogether aspects and 

resort to the skilled behavior regulation to realize acceptance, credit and social respect because of 

the demand of activity in every specialized job (Hadi, 2014). The latter can be achieved in effect 

of accounting profession serving the interest of the general public. 

One must perceive what is expected of them so as to retort effectively within the future. A case in 

purpose, throughout the monetary scandals of the first 2000s, investors and creditors lost most of 

their investment that vary from millions to billions of greenbacks. In effect, the U.S. Congress 

passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, this act, popularly referred to as Sarbanes-Oxley is one 

amongst the foremost vital laws that has moved U. S. corporations during this century (Vincent, 

2011). Accountants handle the intimate monetary details of people and organizations. Some have 

the power to execute million-dollar transactions, assisted with safeguarding retirement funds of 

cab drivers and social employees. Moral codes are the elemental principles that accounting 

professionals favor to abide by to boost their profession, maintain trust, and demonstrate honesty 

and fairness. Those that are a part of organizations and have secure the credentials to gift 

themselves to the general public as CPAs or IIAs attempt to guard the name of the profession. 

Sadly, not everybody who works within the accounting field is trustworthy. Daily violations of 

public and personal trust that occur, and breakdown moral dilemmas does not forever finish 

favorably, hence, the subsequent are five areas that be the eye of anyone considering operating 

within the accounting profession. 

 

MAJOR ETHICAL DECISION-MAKING MODELS 

 

Pragmatism model 

Pragmatism does not gift any logical moral principle and just in case considers the way of behavior 

resulting in success (Felangan, 2007). Thus, supported pragmatism approach, solely the advantage 

of chief needs recognition. Egotism is not he applied basis for formulating moral commonplace. 

This approach will be thought-about a customary for deciding with deep moral ideas. Although, 

this approach can not be thought-about as basis by that they take non-ethical selections, we must 

always say once encountering with the choice between ethics and private advantages, theory 

indicates that non-public advantages are on priority (Krikgeler, 2007). 

 

Deontological model 

This approach largely focuses on the follow than on the results of behaviors. In keeping with this 

approach, businessperson has moral duty for truthful expression and honest opinion regarding 

monetary performance of firm. In deontological approach, the behaviors of associate degree 
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businessperson are supported the duties in accounting and therefore the person using associate 

degree businessperson expects moral behavior. The matter of deontological is as there's no basis 

for continued analysis of what's the simplest. In different words, deontological followers by stress 

on duties and initial moral laws take into account themselves as accountable and not regarding and 

agent of considering or computing the outcomes and edges of acts (Riayi, 2002). 

 

Religious model 

Religious ethic inclination is that the one guiding someone to be the simplest from moral problems 

and therefore the recognized supply of this moral inclination is God. God determines moral path 

by the help of prophets and their greatest miracles, their Books. Non secular ethics propose moral 

laws as honesty, respecting others life, respecting others assets, warm-heartedness to every 

different and therefore the like is often planned.  

 

However, most companies largely take into account their materialistic profit and don’t place non 

secular ethics on their priority. Additionally, it's attainable some conditions are occurred as 

someone will face some issues in crucial the moral apply. Thus, non secular approach may be a 

developed approach and it is often studied in numerous conditions (Riahi, 2002). In business 

they’re some set expectations that are expected to be followed by accountants and auditors these 

include: 

 

Independence and Objectivity 

Ethics and independence go hand in hand within the accounting profession. A vital part of trust is 

creating unbiased choices and proposals that profit the shopper. Conflicts of interest, as an 

example, demand exposure underneath independence pointers. Profiting from the sale of 1 money 

product over another could lead on to a bias that skews money recommendation to a shopper. 

 

To remain objective and freelance, it's conjointly necessary to confirm that recommendations don't 

seem to be subject to outside influence. An accountant’s skilled judgment is compromised if they 

subordinate their judgment to somebody else’s. 
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Integrity 

Demonstrating integrity suggests that being simple and honest all told business and skilled 

relationships. Upholding integrity needs that accountants don't associate themselves with info that 

they think is materially false or dishonorable or that misleads by omission. 

 

Confidentiality 

Disclosure of monetary data or revealing the disposition of a possible merger by associate degree 

accounting skilled while not specific permission violates the trust that's the muse of {a skilled 

knowledgeable an expert} relationship unless there's a legal or professional reason to try to do this. 

 

Professional Competence 

As technology, legislation and best practices modification, an expert businessperson should stay 

up so far. To exercise perspicacity, associate degree businessperson should keep au courant 

developments that would have an effect on a decision’s outcome. Active reasonable care means 

that recognizing your ability level and not suggesting that you simply have experience in vicinity 

wherever you are doing not. Consulting with different professionals could be a normal observe 

that helps to bond a network of people and generate respect. Similar pointers conjointly apply to 

accounting professionals World Health Organization supervise others. These accountants should 

make sure that the subordinates receive correct coaching and steerage as they do their 

responsibilities. 

Professional Behavior 

Ethics need accounting professionals to suits the laws and rules that govern their jurisdictions and 

their bodies of labor. Avoiding actions that would negatively have an effect on the name of the 

profession may be an affordable commitment that business partners et al. ought to expect. 

 

Considering the beneficiary benefits 

Professional accountants ought to think about the advantages of all beneficiaries as well as society, 

employer, mortal and staff. 

 

Impartiality in judgment 

The professional accountant should have a judgment without benefits contradict and others 

influence and don’t prejudice. 

 

Fundamental principles of ethics 

The instruction of international federation of accountants concerning ethics for skilled accountants 

bestowed five elementary principles as: skilled behavior, confidentiality, skilled competency and 

care, judgment and finally integrity. It’s vital for firms and accountants to be moral and build trust 

amongst one another as this creates a temperature wherever each party understand that everybody 
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would be treated fairly since nobody needs to try to to business with shady and unethical people. 

Moral principles are there to form secure surroundings for business between firms, accountants 

and auditors so they're dependent upon one another and there's mutual trust. 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The main issues in accounting profession is that the exclusive advantage of legal audit that official 

auditors have it and to boot the responsiveness as a result of the demand of this exclusive advantage 

is to boot very important. Via its superior options, the profession as autonomy, integrity and 

keeping public advantages shield the exclusive profit. The affiliation between these choices and 

experienced behavior is that the most factors of most of the criticisms on the duty throughout the 

past thirty years. 

  

In twentieth century, accounting job depends upon ethical issues and ethics but this claim is 

doubted from the regulation makers, law makers, investors and stockholders (Pourianasab, 

2000).Among the context of our study; a brief literature review regarding the importance and 

qualities of members of accounting profession, issues experienced by members of profession in 

their operating life and studies allotted in our country concerning the matters of activity ethics in 

accounting has been given. Senal and Ateg (2012) expressed the explanation why the accounting 

has a very important place among the property development because the production and 

consumption levels of corporations and their effects on atmosphere in their studies. 

 

Therefore, they indicated in their studies that accounting is required in activity these effects, cost 

accounting of natural resources and crucial the costs. In 2002, the accounting profession was under 

fire with the autumn of Enron/ Arthur Anderson and WorldCom. Line profession so featured a 

believability crisis. (Earley and Kelly, 2004; Zabibullah, 2004).Accountants duties face not solely 

legal rules of behavior however additionally ethical parts created by specific circumstances. As a 

result, there has been a proliferation of code of ethics or of skilled conduct. The drafting of such a 

code provides a chance for accounting professionals to look at the character and goals of their 

work, and supply info to others regarding what will be expected from them (Catherine and John, 

1998). Ethics is not only based with  all what’s right or wrong, good or bad. Brook (1989) noted 

that accountants are always faced with a dilemma to satisfy the need of their clients or risk losing 

them.Higgs and Kepelianis (1999) additionally realized that the necessity to satisfy multiple 

interest teams do produce moral conflicts among accountants.  

 

Various studies recommend that cultural factors have a bearing on the moral beliefs and attitudes 

of accountants Öztürk, et al., (2011) created researches concerning whether or not activity fatigue 

and its levels known as depletion of inner sources of individual with power and energy loss as a 

results of being unsuccessful in work place. Exhaustion and overburden have an impact on 

commitment of members of accounting profession to the work or not. Within the analysis, a 

negative relation was found between activity fatigue and commitment to figure, and it absolutely 
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was all over that the a lot of fatigue level of members of accounting profession will increase, the 

less level of commitment to figure decreases consequently.Kısakürek and Alpan (2010) measured 

the explanations for obeying the activity moral rules, causes of non-ethical behaviors and opinions 

regarding the ethics of members of accounting profession in town of Sivas in their studies. In 

keeping with study results, the explanations why members of accounting profession in town of 

Sivas adjust with the activity moral rules are determined as social group pressure, the extent of 

education received, and management level of trade association, penal sanctions and conscientious 

sanctions. The reasons why they behave unethically are the fervor to earn additional, ethical 

weakness and lack of moral lessons concerning the profession.  

 

Lastly, the opinions of members of accounting profession regarding the ethics support the 

construct that activity ethics will develop at intervals the EU harmonization methodology in 

returning years. Özbirecikli (2009) researched the progress that tutorial levels of members of 

accounting profession follow from 1992 to 2009 in these studies. Following the analysis, he 

predicted that the tutorial levels of members of profession will increase further because of the 

necessity for being a faculty graduate a minimum of that has been brought today once it will 

increase in periods with legal amendments sometimes. Özulucan et al., (2010) studied current 

problems with members of accounting profession, inadequacies they seasoned in application and 

expectations of trade associations in their studies that were distributed on the Turkey-wide sample 

they obtained. Following the study, said issues are seen because the issues of all members of 

profession on the average however seeing it as a controversy as per the titles differs within the 

study concerning eighty five freelance businessperson and financial advisors (IAFA) in town of 

Erzurum by Yıldırım and Güney (2012), they studied general and specific issues encountered by 

IAFAs in their jobs per study results. It fully was discovered that IAFAs have assortment problems, 

the responsibility organized on member of profession is over the authority given to him/her and 

sometimes enacted compunction laws hurt the relation between the money handler and member of 

profession. Kutlu (2008) examined the reasons why members of accounting profession and 

workers being active in cities of Kars and Erzurum are in ethical quandary by taking into thought 

individual and environmental characteristics. The primary one of these reasons is that the concern 

for losing client and demographic options dissent. In studies of Tetik et al., (2008) disbursed on 

two hundred members of accounting profession they examined this state of affairs of members of 

profession and their thoughts concerning the longer term.They studied such conditions as 

instructional level of members of profession, issues encountered in skilled observe, employees 

preferences and victimization technology etching their studies it absolutely was seen that 

instructional levels of members of profession are sensible generally, they follow technological 

potentialities closely however they can’t amendment it into increasing customer-focused service 

quality and potency. Kalaycı and TekĢen (2006) examined the issues encountered by fifty-two 

members of accounting profession being active in town of Isparta in terms of dependableness, 

authority, social responsibility and therefore the quality of job in their studies. It absolutely was 

discovered that members of profession have problem in collection their payments and that they 

complain concerning the work load. In studies of Uzay and Güngör (2004) regarding accountants 
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being active in cities of Kayseri and NevĢehir, they studied but members of accounting profession 

are affected from economic crisis and problems with members of profession in their trained studies 

and with taxpayers. It was discovered that members of profession have downside in assortment 

their payments from taxpayers in periods of monetary condition, and problems originating from 

the unfair competition are the foremost problems for members of profession. 

 

The need of Ethics in accounting 

Finance and accounting is the lifeline of firms,companies are fashioned with one goal  to make 

money thus cash and finance and correct recording of transactions is what keeps an organization 

going. With relation to ethics  accounting profession serves as a gatekeeper, and if the gatekeeper 

lapses in judgment and records false information, there's nothing to be trustworthy regarding the 

operations of the company,contracts are going to be questioned, valuations are going to be 

inaccurate, revenues are going to be shady, and expenses can not be compared to something living 

the corporate is pretty much as good as gone. 

 

1. The nature of the work executed by accountants and auditors needs a high level of ethics. 

Shareholders, potential shareholders, different users of the monetary statements believe heavily on 

the yearly monetary statements of an organization as they will use this info to form a good call 

regarding investment. They depend upon the opinion of the accountants World Health 

Organization ready the statements, similarly because the auditors that verified it, to gift a real and 

honest read of the corporate. Data of ethics will facilitate accountants and auditors to beat moral 

dilemmas, with the correct selection that, though it is going to not profit the corporate, can profit 

the general public World Health Organization depends on the accountant/auditor's news 

(Alexander et al., 2004). 

 

2.  Ethical and moral behavior are very necessary in accounting for a spread of reasons to start 

with accountants are typically aware of sensitive information concerning their clients, like social 

insurance or checking account numbers. This provides bourgeois a decent deal of power in relation 

to their client’s information  it is necessary that the trust between an accountant and their clients 

not be abused. Within the same means it is necessary that the trade itself does not become 

stigmatized as unethical , one thing that might doubtless hurt business for all accounting 

corporations. 

 

3. Another valid reason why ethics are necessary is that associate degree unethical bourgeois may 

in theory steal cash or manipulate information during a means that they might take advantage of 

it. 

 

4. The other reason  is that an unskilled and unprincipled accountant does not care regarding the 

accuracy of the information therefore one can offer management with inaccurate monetary 

information which will possible lead those managers to form dangerous selections with adverse 
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consequences for stockholders, employees, and also the economy, which says nothing of the 

explanations why every one ought to be moral. 

 

5.Ethics in accounting are all concerned with  maintaining professionalism. If one cannot be trusted, 

then their  assessment of one thing being fair and true is pointless even if they pass the judgement 

that it is true and fair it would be hard for people to believe them.Like several professions, the 

perspective of such an expert depends on them being consistent in addition as moral. Alot of of 

accounting standards are higher than the art of deciding what is fair. For example accruement of 

operational leases, depreciation etc.; and additional significantly equalization the necessity to be 

fair as being true. 

 

6. Businesses are responsible to a spread of shareholders, from partners, to investors, to customers. 

Shareholders, partners and investors should grasp the reality regarding your company's finances 

as a result of this information is vital to sound investment choices. Customers as well are  also 

entitled to grasp whether or not your company is financially healthy if they enter into transactions 

that depend upon its longevity. As an example, a client getting rid of a mortgage contains a stake 

in operating with a bank that's financially stable and a client transaction a storage unit contains a 

stake within the storage company's in progress financial condition. 

 

7. Accountants have the legal obligation to report  information fairly and accurately on tax forms. 

Providing inaccurate information to tax agencies might lower your tax burden, however you may 

be subject to fines and misdemeanor charges if you are caught. Moral accounting practices make 

sure that your tax forms are completed in an exceedingly method that keeps your conscience clear 

and keeps you out of bother. 

 

8. Honest and moral accounting helps to form a positive image for your business. Once a 

corporation makes news for dishonest accounting, it loses the trust of current and potential 

customers. This is often particularly necessary with industries that depend upon sturdy operating 

relationships with their customers. In 2002, the business firm Arthur Andersen relinquished its 

license to observe once being concerned within the Enron scandal, and its name and quality were 

severely compromised even once the surrender ruling was upturned in 2005. 

 

Dilemmas and case studies 

A moral quandary may be a state of affairs during which a personal is round-faced with a call that 

tests the moral code or moral system. Forces within the state of affairs demand or incorporate 

behavior contrary to the moral code. The skilled then is at a loss to what action to require moral 

quandary exists once the temptation to act unethically is high. 

 

Ethical dilemmas faced by accountants 

 

 1. Altered forged or altered documents. 
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 2 . Recording transactions without supporting documentation. 

 

 3. Registration is incomplete or dual offices. 

 

 4. Providing incorrect financial effects of transactions or remove them from the documentation,  

and lack of financial and tax laws and regulations. 

 

 5. Misappropriation of assets. 

 

 6. Ignore internal controls to abuse; forcing subordinates to record transactions incorrectly. 

 

 7. Collusion with the auditor for non-disclosure of financial irregularities. 

 

 8. Use of improper accounting practices. 

 

 9. Failure transaction information or making false statements to auditors and relevant authorities. 

 

10. Disclosure of confidential information of the employer competitors and others.   

 

11. Failure to provide adequate storage for inventory and depreciation expense recorded and failure 

to provide information or give false information to the capital markets in order to influence the 

share price. 

 

Cases 

Case 1 

Since 1980, there are several accounting scandals reportable wide by media,for instance, once 

KPMG Company could not overcome Wrighaid company audit and trust in medication chain 

stores, gave up its monetary statements audit. The highest monetary manager of Wrighaid 

Company when the corporate re-stated 3 continuous years financial gain and reduced it to five 

hundred million dollars, resigned (Hill, 1999). In March 1999, a claim was bestowed against the 

corporate and a few of the to staffs and managers being defendant of forgery, unreal report, 

inflation of income, violating accounting accepted principles and non-disclosure of unsuitable data 

regarding operation and business performance of firm. Auditors were conjointly guilty relating to 

the speech act of this forgery (Doska, 2003). 

 

Case 2 

According to the New York Times in January 2000 issued out that securities commission found 

that partners and staff of worth water house and Coopers Audit Company desecrated the principles 

preventing them of the possession of the share of the companies as being audited. The 

investigations show 8046 violations during this company and dismissing five partners (MIkels, 
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2000). The precise investigations by securities commission show that prime volume of accounting 

forgeries are unheeded by auditors in audit of the companies as Sendant, Sunbim and Liont. Thus, 

shareholders were at loss as hundred million dollars in these companies and also the trust on 

accountants was problematic (Berens, 2004). 

 

Case 3 

Lehman brothers 2008 Lehman executives and the company auditors Ernst and Young allegedly 

sold toxic assets to Cayman Island banks with the understanding that they would be bought back  

eventually. Created the impression Lehman had $50 billion more cash and $50 billion less in toxic 

assets than it really did. 

 

Case 4 

Ceo Hank Greenberg allegedly booked loans as revenue, steered clients to insurers with whom 

American Insurance Group(AIG) had payoff agreements and told traders to inflate stock prices. 

SEC regulator investigations possibly tipped off by a whistle-blower. Settled with the SEC for $10 

million in 2003 and $1.64billion in 2006 with Louisiana pension fund had to pay $115 million. 

 

What accountants are suppose to do when face with ethical dilemmas? 

 

1. Determine the facts of the case. 

 

2. Identify the moral problems and also the stakeholders who are full of your call and how?  

 

3. Think of that provider who can advance a line of- credit to associate degree non-creditworthy 

company  

 

4. Consider that workman who can invest their savings- during a company that's not a going 

concern 

 

5. Remember your obligations to the stakeholders- and expectations on you.  

 

6. Reflect on the penalties for violating the skilled code.  

 

7. Do not enable your feelings to require a toll on you. Remember, as yourempathies with one 

neutral, your golf shot another into bother. 

 

8. Remember that falsification of accounts might cause short gains, however within the long term; 

altered money records can ultimately spell the downfall of corporations 
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CONCLUSION 

 

To begin with there is little doubt that accountants and auditors face laborious choices everyday 

between what is right and what is wrong and what even makes it more durable is that some actions 

are often legal however not moral thus is is very important for accountants to place their client’s 

interests initial before their own interest as this might safe guide them in creating an moral call. 

Empirical proof suggests that ethics education is currently integrated into accounting curricula. 

Accounting ethic topics should be integrated into every and each accounting module through out 

the programme. Universities should develop a capstone course that deals with complicated 

problems with business social responsibility and skilled responsibility. Accounting corporations 

have to valuate sporadically the planning and operational effectiveness of the organization’s 

compliance and ethics programme and to assess their overall effectiveness. If appropriate norms 

are created in society and moral issues are red lines as fearful, ethics coaching are often common 

in society and that we will expect a society while not moral issues.The vital role of state, prime 

managers, system and super ordinate systems, skilled associations, universities and academic 

centers is inescapable and just in case of not considering this goal, inescapable injury is obligatory 

on society. This paper explains that ethics are vital to any business as they assist in developing 

trust, smart relations and creates a temperature building trust inside a community and among 

investors and customers. Accountants are expected to report true not false money information or 

bias information as this might lead investors in creating wrong investment choices. Knowledge of 

ethics will facilitate accountants and auditors to beat moral dilemmas, with the proper selection 

that, though it should not profit the corporate, can profit the general public which depends on the 

accountant/auditor's news. Integrity, confidentiality, skilled ability, skilled behavior, disposition 

in judgment is amongst the foremost prime qualities accountants and auditors should 

possess.However,I will say that lack of information of ethics could end in dilemmas, destroying 

careers and corporations being penalized many cash therefore on say there's would like for ethics 

in skilled accounting so as to avoid all this and thus the requirement for ethics education to be 

schooled inprofessional associations, universities and academic centers. 
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